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Abstract About 50–60% of Atlantic tropical cyclones

(TCs) including nearly 85% of intense hurricanes have their

origins as African Easterly Waves (AEWs). However,

predicting the likelihood of AEW intensification remains a

difficult task. We have developed a Bayesian diagnostic

methodology to understand genesis of North Atlantic TCs

spawned by AEWs through the examination of the char-

acteristics of the AEW itself together with the large-scale

environment, resulting in a probabilistic discrimination

between large-scale environments associated with intensi-

fying and decaying AEWs. The methodology is based on a

new objective and automatic AEW tracking scheme used

for the period 1980 to 2001 based on spatio-temporally

Fourier-filtered relative vorticity and meridional winds at

different levels and outgoing long wave radiation. Using the

AEW and Hurricane Best Track Files (HURDAT) data sets,

probability density functions of environmental variables

that discriminate between AEWs that decay, become TCs or

become major hurricanes are determined. Results indicate

that the initial amplitude of the AEWs is a major determi-

nant for TC genesis, and that TC genesis risk increases

when the wave enters an environment characterized by pre-

existing large-scale convergence and moist convection. For

the prediction of genesis, the most useful variables are

column integrated heating, vertical velocity and specific

humidity, and a combined form of divergence and vertical

velocity and SST. It is also found that the state of the large-

scale environment modulates the annual cycle and inter-

annual variability of the AEW intensification efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Most tropical cyclones (TCs) forming in the North Atlantic

have their roots in African easterly waves (AEWs), the

remnants of midlatitude mesoscale convective systems or

midlatitude frontal boundaries, or in a merger of small

independent vorticity centers (e.g. Erickson 1963; Carlson

1969; Simpson et al. 1969; Frank 1970; Landsea et al.

1998; Bosart and Bartlo 1991; Ritchie and Holland 1993).

Among these vorticity seeds, AEWs account for about

50–60% of all Atlantic tropical storms and minor hurri-

canes (categories 1 and 2) and nearly 85% of intense

hurricanes (categories 4 and 5) (e.g. Avila and Pasch 1992;

Landsea 1993). Variability in AEW activity modulates TC

activity by inducing changes in their number, structure,

and/or intensity (e.g., Landsea and Gray 1992; Thorncroft

and Hodges 2001). Hence understanding the circumstances

under which AEWs trigger TCs versus the conditions under

which AEWs dissipate has the potential to enhance pre-

dictability of TC genesis for a large proportion of North

Atlantic cyclones, especially intense hurricanes. The lack

of understanding of tropical cyclogenesis and intensifica-

tion also results in a limited physical basis for inferring TC

characteristics from low-resolution reanalysis products

(e.g. Sriver and Huber 2006), climate model simulations
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(e.g. Vecchi and Soden 2007; Emanuel et al. 2008), and

statistical projections of seasonal TC activity (e.g. Gray

et al. 1992).

AEWs are synoptic-scale quasi-periodic perturbations

occurring within the trade wind regime of the northern

hemisphere and are most prominent during the months of

May through October. AEWs typically have a wavelength

between 2,000 and 4,000 km and a period of about

3–5 days (e.g., Carlson 1969; Burpee 1972; Kiladis et al.

2006). AEWs develop over the African continent and

propagate westward in the lower tropospheric wind flow

across the North Atlantic Ocean between 5 and 15�N with a

typical propagation speed of 5–10 m s-1. AEWs are gene-

rally thought to be the result of a mixed barotropic–

baroclinic mechanism (Charney and Stern 1962) associated

with perturbations to the meridional gradients of potential

vorticity in the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) region and

meridional gradients of low-level potential temperature

poleward of the AEJ (e.g. Burpee 1972; Thorncroft and

Hoskins 1994; Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999; Thorncroft

et al. 2003). Recent research also hypothesized that tran-

sient perturbations on the AEJ triggered by finite-amplitude

diabatic heating linked to ororgraphy are the seeds for

AEWs (Mekonnen et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2006, Thorncroft

et al. 2008). Their characteristics are also consistent with

inertial instability resulting from the strong cross-equato-

rial pressure gradient in the Gulf of Guinea region (Toma

and Webster 2010a, b).

As AEWs move into the North Atlantic Ocean, they

enhance convective activity by inducing convergence to

the east of the trough axis. Hopsch et al. (2007) studied the

seasonal cycle and interannual variability of AEWs over a

45-year period, finding that the initial intensity of a wave as

it leaves the African continent is strongly related to the

maximum amplitude of the AEW during its life cycle.

They also found that the efficiency at which storms typi-

cally become TCs in the main development region (MDR)

varies during the season and is highest in August and

September. This variation is likely due to a combination of

the seasonal changes in the large-scale environment into

which the waves move, and changes in the nature of the

waves themselves (e.g., amplitude, structure, etc.). Hopsch

et al. (2007) suggest that whether or not an AEW intensifies

to become a tropical cyclone depends on its dynamical and

thermodynamical interaction with the large-scale atmo-

sphere–ocean environment. These two hypotheses are

addressed in detail in the present study. In a more recent

study, Hopsch et al. (2010) compared the composite

structures of AEWs that develop into named TCs in the

Atlantic finding that developing AEWs are characterized

by a well defined cold-core structure 2 days before reach-

ing the West African coast, increased convective activity

over the Guinea Highlands region, as well as enhanced

vorticity at low-levels consistent with a transformation

towards a more warm-core structure before it reaches the

ocean. Hopsch et al. (2010) also noticed that the non-

developing AEWs The non-developing AEWs tend to have

a more prominent dry signal just ahead of the trough at

mid-to-upper-levels, suggesting this as the main cause for

the lack of development. From a different point of view

and using a wave-centric strategy, Dunkerton et al. (2009)

suggest that the development of tropical depressions within

tropical waves over the Atlantic and eastern Pacific is

associated with tropical wave critical layers (i.e. closed

circulation associated with a surface low along the wave)

as the preferred locations for the formation and aggregation

of diabatic vortices, preserving the vortex, and potentially

determining their interaction with the mean flow, as well as

the diabatic heating associated with deep moist convection.

Gray (1968, 1988) was the first to compile a detailed

climatology of the necessary, but not sufficient, large-scale

environmental conditions for TC formation: sea surface

temperature (SST)[26.5�C coupled with high upper ocean

heat content; small vertical wind shear (850–200 hPa wind

shear \15 m s-1); mid-troposphere moisture maximum;

low-level cyclonic vorticity; conditional convective insta-

bility; and latitude [5� from the equator. When SST

\26.5�C, the latent and sensible energy inputs from the

ocean surface are not sufficient to support tropical cyclone

development or intensification (e.g. Palmen 1948). Under

high wind shear conditions, deep convection is well ven-

tilated and the temperature and moisture anomalies that

would support the thermal balance of the vortex and the

undilute ascent of moist convection, respectively, are not

sustained. These environmental conditions obtained by

Gray (1968) were compiled largely from composites of

upper air soundings and weather station data relative to the

location of tropical cyclogenesis for more than 300

development cases and represent the climatology of the

regions where TCs form, rather than genesis factors for

individual storms. Nevertheless, for the last four decades

these conditions have been accepted as the standard genesis

criteria. There have also been some attempts to combine

Gray’s necessary conditions to form a ‘‘genesis parameter’’

that would act as an overall measure of genesis potential

(e.g. Gray 1979; Nolan et al. 2007).

Recent research suggests additional large-scale factors

are conducive to tropical cyclogenesis. Results from

numerical and field experiments (e.g. Emanuel 1989, 1994,

1995) suggest that a necessary condition for cyclogenesis is

the establishment of a mesoscale column of nearly saturated

air embedding the core of the system. Hoyos and Webster

(2010) show the importance of large-scale column inte-

grated diabatic heating for the formation of intense TCs. A

large-scale environment characterized by elevated column

integrated diabatic heating is conducive for TC formation
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and intensification. Conversely, environments with low or

negative columnar heating, generally associated with large-

scale subsidence, inhibit TC formation. Wave energy

accumulation in a region of negative zonal stretching defor-

mation also appears to be important for tropical cyclogenesis

(Webster and Chang 1997; Sobel and Bretherton 1999).

Furthermore, satellite data suggests that aerosols can act

to dissipate convection associated with AEWs by introduc-

ing a dry and stable layer into the storm that inhibits

the formation of TCs (e.g. Dunion and Velden 2004).

Figure 1 presents an example of a probability density

function (PDF) analysis for the genesis of all North

Atlantic TCs during the period 1980 and 2001 during

which time there were 233 storms. The figure shows the

range of characteristic values of vertical zonal wind shear

(U850–U500 hPa), SST, 500 hPa specific humidity and

500 hPa vertical velocity associated with TC genesis. PDFs

estimated using weekly values extracted from a 5�95�
region centered at the genesis location. Weekly values

correspond to the average of 7 days prior to the genesis of

the tropical storm. This spatiotemporal average is meant to

represent the background state of the ocean–atmosphere

system. These four variables characterize, as a set, whether

or not there is sufficient supply of energy at the surface and

the environment is moist convective to allow TC genesis.

For this period, the genesis thresholds, defined as the 10th

percentile of the distribution, are -13.5 m s-1, 26.2�C,

1.5 g kg-1 and 0 hPa s-1 for wind shear, SST, specific

humidity and vertical velocity, respectively. These values

certainly indicate that, typically, TC genesis occurs at low

wind shear and relatively high SST, in moist and convec-

tive environments. However, the utility of these thresholds

in predictability and prediction of tropical cyclone genesis

is unclear. As an example, it is not possible to determine

the likelihood of TC genesis if SST in the MDR is 27 or

28�C and the wind shear is -10 or -5 m s-1. Moreover,

this type of analysis does not offer any information about

which variables are most important in modulating the

formation of TCs.

Despite these well-documented relationships, the pre-

diction of whether or not an individual AEW will become a

TC through the formation of a persistent, deep tropospheric

vortex remains a very difficult task. One of the reasons for

this limitation is that most research in this area has been

focused, like the analysis in Fig. 1, on characterizing the

environment associated with TC genesis, with little atten-

tion to the environment that inhibits TC formation and the

relative difference between these environments. The key

issue regarding predictability is whether the genesis and

intensification can be predicted from knowledge of the
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Fig. 1 Empirical probability density functions (PDFs; blue lines) and

cumulative PDFs (red dashed lines) of a vertical zonal wind shear

(U850–U500 hPa; m s-1), b sea surface temperature (�C), c 500 hPa

specific humidity (g kg-1), and d 500 hPa vertical velocity (hPa s-1)

for the genesis location of all North Atlantic storms from 1980 to

2001 (1982 to 2001 for SST). Genesis is considered to be according to

the first entry in the Hurricane Best Track Files (HURDAT) for each

storm. In total there are 233 storms in the period of analysis. PDFs are

of weekly values extracted from a 5�95� region centered at the

genesis location. Weekly values correspond to the average of 7 days

prior to the genesis of the tropical storm for vertical zonal wind shear

500 hPa specific humidity and 500 hPa vertical. For SST, it

corresponds to the weekly data point prior to the week of genesis.

The inset in a shows the genesis locations of all storms included in the

analysis. The spatiotemporal average is meant to represent the

background state of the ocean–atmosphere system. Vertical dashed
lines correspond to the 10th percentile representing the TC formation

threshold. The threshold values for wind shear, SST, specific

humidity and vertical velocity are -13.5 m s-1, 26.2�C, 1.5 g kg-1

and 0 hPa s-1, respectively. ECMWF ERA-40 (Uppala et al. 2005)

reanalysis (1�91�) was used for wind shear, specific humidity and

vertical velocity. Weekly NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST data set

was also used (Reynolds et al. 2002)
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large-scale environment on the grid scale of a numerical

weather prediction model, or whether small-scale internal

processes, that are not predictable or parameterizable in

terms of the large-scale environment, dominate the genesis

and intensification processes.

In this study we address the genesis of North Atlantic

TCs spawned by AEWs by examining the characteristics of

the easterly wave itself and the surrounding large-scale

environment. We consider the full spectra of situations

ranging from AEWs that do not develop (decaying waves),

to those that do develop (intensifying waves), to those

intensifying into major hurricanes. Our methodology

includes an objective and automatic tracking of AEWs and

a subsequent probabilistic or conditional analysis of dif-

ferent thermodynamical and dynamical environmental

factors. The difference between characteristics of large-

scale environments that promote versus inhibit TC forma-

tion is examined in a probabilistic sense, in the context of

separation of the PDFs of different variables such as wind

shear, mid-tropospheric humidity, SST, etc. Separation of

the PDFs of environmental variables for intensifying versus

decaying AEWs constitutes an inherent measure of pre-

dictability and of the relative role of each process in the

cyclogenesis. PDFs are then used to calculate conditional

or posterior probabilities of AEWs intensification given the

large scale environment. These conditional probabilities

translate the relative differences in the background state

into direct estimates of hurricane genesis risk associated

with different environmental configurations. In addition,

conditional probabilities are also useful to assess the role of

the large-scale environment in the modulation of the annual

cycle and interannual variability of the AEW intensifica-

tion efficiency.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the tracking scheme and the probabilistic analysis. Sec-

tions 3 and 4 present of the probabilistic analysis for single

and joint variables and an exploration of the annual cycle

and interannual variability of the AEW intensification

efficiency and the results. Conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Data and methodology

In order to study the differences between large-scale

environments associated with intensifying and decaying

AEWs, we develop a physically based, objective and

automatic tracking scheme for AEW as the basis for cre-

ating a dataset that includes the date of occurrence, average

speed, propagation path, and intensity when leaving the

African continent of all waves occurring from 1980 to

2001. There are four main steps of the AEW tracking

algorithm: (1) compute westward anomalies of the selected

tracking variable (vorticity and meridional winds at 600,

700, 850 and 925 hPa, and OLR) in the 3–7-day spectral

band; (2) construct Hovmoller diagrams of the filtered

tracking variable in different zonal bands (5–15�N and

20–25�N) and find potential AEW vorticity centers; (3)

obtain the average track of each easterly wave; and (4)

obtain a detailed propagation track of each AEW. Each

wave is classified into decaying and intensifying using the

Hurricane Best Track Files (HURDAT). PDFs are then

estimated separately for intensifying and decaying waves

for each variable characterizing the large scale environ-

ment as well as for AEW intensity, propagation speed and

collocated convection. Probability of AEW intensification

given the state of the environment is obtained using the

Bayes’ Theorem.

The data sets used to identify AEW include satellite-

derived and reanalysis products from 1980 to 2001.

Meridional and zonal winds and relative vorticity are

obtained/derived from the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis

(Uppala et al. 2005) at one degree spatial resolution. Only

data after 1980 is used because it is the most reliable period

in the reanalysis due to the availability of satellite retri-

evals. ERA-40 is also used to obtain or estimate variables

that describe the large scale-environment. OLR data is

obtained from the Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC)

interpolated dataset (Liebmann and Smith 1996) and is

available from 1974 to the present at 2.5� resolution.

Tropical cyclone data for the North Atlantic is archived by

the National Hurricane Center (Hurricane Best Track Files

HURDAT available at http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastall.

shtml). While there are uncertainties in the HURDAT

data, the period used in this analysis (since 1980) is gen-

erally deemed to be reliable.

2.1 Tracking scheme

Identifying the track and basic spatiotemporal features of

each AEW is a critical step for evaluating each wave’s

intensification potential. Thorncroft and Hodges (2001)

were the first to use an automatic tracking algorithm to

detect AEWs. They used the scheme from Hodges (1995)

based on the identification of relative vorticity maxima

using a fixed threshold and a minimization technique

subject to motion constraints. The scheme only detects

systems with closed vorticity contours and excludes weak

and short-lived waves. The tracking algorithm presented

here is fundamentally different from Hodges (1995) as it is

specifically designed to track AEWs, making use of their

most basic spatio-temporal features like frequency and

westward propagation, ensuring that no wave that moves

into the Atlantic ocean is undetected, regardless its inten-

sity or longevity. It is necessary to include the complete

spectrum of AEWs in order to determine why most vortices

weaken rather than intensify. Another fundamental
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difference from Thorncroft and Hodges (2001) is the use of

spatio-temporally filtered data to focus the tracking on the

anomalies directly associated with AEWs.

Spatio-temporally filtered relative vorticity and meridio-

nal winds at different levels (600, 700, 850 and 925 hPa)

and outgoing long wave radiation (OLR) are used to

identify and track each AEW. The use of multiple variables

and levels increases the robustness of the AEW identifi-

cation. The presence of AEWs is shown most clearly in

fields of relative vorticity and meridional winds: long,

meridionally oriented and zonally propagating waves

induce noticeable anomalies in the meridional flow and in

the vorticity field. The tracking of weak waves is aided by

the use of meridional wind anomalies in addition to relative

vorticity. OLR, a good indicator of deep convection in the

tropics, is used to distinguish between convectively coupled

waves (e.g., Wheeler and Kiladis 1999) and dry waves

when they move off the continent. The spatiotemporal fil-

tering is conducted using Fourier analysis by first com-

puting the transform in the longitudinal direction for each

latitude and each day and then calculating the temporal

Fourier transform of the resulting complex coefficients.

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the average

amplitude of the westward propagating variability in the

3–7-day band during boreal summer for the 925 and

700 hPa meridional winds and relative vorticity and OLR.

The average amplitude is defined as the standard deviation

of the filtered variable in the 3–7-day band during boreal

summer. A marked belt of variability over Africa and the

East Atlantic Ocean occurs between 5 and 15�N, with a

secondary region of high relative vorticity and meridional

winds variability observed at 700 hPa between 20 and

25�N. Collocated relative vorticity and OLR variability at

700 hPa indicate the convectively coupled nature of
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Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of the average amplitude of the westward

propagating variability in the 3 to 7-day band during boreal summer

for the 925 and 700 hPa (a, b) relative vorticity (10-6 s-1) and (c, d)

meridional winds (m s-1), and (e) OLR (W m-2). Fourier analysis

was used for spatiotemporal the filtering used in the diagrams by first

computing the transform in the longitudinal direction for each latitude

and each day in the record from 1980 to 2001 and then calculating the

temporal Fourier transform of the resulting complex coefficients. The

relative vorticity and meridional winds are from ECMWF ERA-40

reanalysis. OLR data is from the Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC)

interpolated dataset (Liebmann and Smith 1996) available from 1974

to the present in a 2.5� resolution
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AEWs. Convectively coupled waves are more common in

the 5–15�N belt, and over the ocean. The secondary belt

around 20–25�N is not present in OLR variability, indi-

cating that northern AEWs are often convectively

uncoupled.

Figure 3 shows the vertical profile of the amplitude of

westward propagating relative vorticity variability in the

3–7-day band for the three boxes shown in Fig. 2. While

most AEWs tend to have a deep vertical structure, the

maximum anomalies occur in the lower to middle tropo-

sphere between 500 and 925 hPa with a maximum at

700 hPa, coinciding with the findings of Kiladis et al.

(2006). For this reason the levels selected for the AEW

tracking algorithm are 600, 700, 850 and 925 hPa. The

shape of the profiles suggests that AEWs over ocean in

the 5–15�N belt possess a deeper structure than those over

land, most likely due to the intensification of the wave

associated with the enhancement of convective activity

(see Fig. 2e). The easterly wave activity in the northern

belt also peaks in the lower troposphere at 700 hPa, and the

structure in the lower troposphere is not as thick as in the

southern belt, most likely due to the lack of convective

activity in the 3–7 day time scale. The main difference

between AEWs in the more northerly versus southerly belts

is that variability in the northern belt reaches a local

minimum at 500 hPa and a second maximum at 200 hPa.

The first step of the AEW identification and tracking

algorithm is to obtain the westward propagating anomalies

of the selected tracking variables (vorticity, meridional

winds, and OLR) in the 3 to 7-day spectral band for each

year using the Fourier methodology explained previously.

The filtered anomalies are calculated for every grid cell of

the dataset. The second step is to construct longitude–time

or Hovmoller diagrams of the spatiotemporally filtered

variable in the zonal belts defined by 5–15�N, and

20–25�N for each year and to detect all centers of action at

the 18�W meridian associated potentially with an easterly

wave. Allowing detection in different zonal belts guaran-

ties the inclusion of the different regions of AEW activity

north and south of the AEJ. Figure 4 presents Hovmoller

composites of westward propagating anomalies in the

3–7 days band of relative vorticity, meridional winds and

OLR for two different latitudinal belts (5–15�N and

20–25�N). The Hovmoller diagrams capture two of the

most robust features of AEWs: (i) propagation to the west

and (ii) variability in the 3–7-day band. Day 0 of the

composites correspond to dates with maximum negative

relative vorticity in the 3–7-day band greater than one

standard deviation averaged within the respective latitu-

dinal belt and at 18�W which is the approximate ocean-

land boundary. In total, 495 and 431 events are included in

the composites for the 5–15�N and the 20–25�N latitudinal

belts, respectively. Figure 4a shows clearly the collocation

of positive anomalies of relative vorticity with negative

anomalies of OLR propagating westward at a rate of

approximately 6.5�/day or 8.5 m/s. Positive (negative)

anomalies of relative vorticity are preceded a quarter of a

cycle by northerly (southerly) wind anomalies. The figure

also shows the westward shift in the convective centers

with respect to the wave, from within the northerlies into

the trough as the wave propagates westward, as in Kiladis

et al. (2006). In the northern belt (20–25�N, Fig. 4b) rela-

tive vorticity anomalies are not accompanied by OLR

anomalies and the propagation speed is about 10 degrees/

day or 12.5 m/s. In the tropics, in general, convectively

coupled waves tend to propagate more slowly than dry

waves (e.g. Kiladis et al. 2009).

An example of the second step is shown in Fig. 5a for

the 5–15�N belt for 1981 using 700 hPa relative vorticity

as a tracking variable. In this step, for each year and each

zonal belt, the algorithm detects all centers of action

associated potentially with an easterly wave along the

18�W meridian. Figure 5b shows the selection of the

peaks, or centers of action, in the vorticity anomaly along

the 18�W meridian. This step imposes a filter that elimi-

nates from the analysis those waves that start over land but

do not propagate into the Atlantic Ocean.

In the third step, once the local maxima of vorticity

anomalies are identified, a simple recursive search algo-

rithm is developed to identify all the neighboring grid

points in the Hovmoller diagram (time and space domain)
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Fig. 3 Vertical profile of the amplitude of westward propagating

relative vorticity variability in the 3 to 7-day band for the regions

outlined in Fig. 2. The regions over ocean are delimited by 5–13�N,

25–15�W (blue) and 20–25�N, 28–18�W (orange). The region over

land 5–13�N, 10�W–0 (red)
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that match a desired condition typically associated with

easterly waves: cyclonic anomalies of vorticity, northerly

wind anomalies, and negative anomalies of OLR. The

recursive search algorithm could be also described as an

outward search starting from the location of each center of

action in the longitude–time diagram and searching grid
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Fig. 5 a Longitude–time diagram of 700 hPa relative vorticity in the

5–15�N band for the hurricane season of 1981. b Time series of

relative vorticity anomalies along the 18�W meridian. Diamonds in b
represent the selection of the centers of action potentially associated

with AEWs. c Longitude–time diagram of 700 hPa relative vorticity

for the AEWs of August 5 1981. Black contours show an example of

the recursive selection of the neighboring grids. The black line
represents the fitted line corresponding to the coarse path for a single

AEW
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oNFig. 4 Composite longitude–

time diagrams of westward

propagating anomalies in the 3

to 7 days band for the a 5–15�N

and b 20–25�N latitudinal

bands. The diagrams include

relative vorticity (shaded and

colored contours), meridional

winds (red contours) and OLR

(black contours). Continuous
(dashed) contours correspond to

positive (negative) anomalies.

Contours of meridional winds

are plotted for ±0.2, 0.4 and

0.6 m s-1. Contours of OLR are

plotted 3, 5 and 7 W m-2. 495

and 431 events are included in

the composites for the 5–15�N

and the 20–25�N latitudinal

band, respectively. See text for

details about the selection of the

events
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cells with a matching condition in the surrounding and

immediately adjacent cells in the two-dimensional array of

the longitude–time diagram. For every cell matching a

desired condition, the algorithm performs the same search

in the surroundings, and continues the parallel search for

every cell found. The search ends when outer cells do not

have any new surrounding cells matching the desired

condition. It is important to note that any search algorithm

able to detect and isolate the region in the longitude–time

diagram associated with a single AEW will yield the same

results. Black contours in Fig. 5c show an example of the

selection of the neighboring grid points. A linear fit of the

neighboring grid points using least absolute deviation (e.g.

Press et al. 2007) is performed to obtain the average or

coarse track of each easterly wave. Least absolute devia-

tion is used instead of least squares to avoid oversensitivity

to outliers associated with sudden changes in the wave

propagation speed immediately after the genesis of the

wave. Figure 5c also shows the fitted line corresponding to

the coarse path for a single AEW in the summer of 1981.

The fourth step obtains the detailed propagation track of

each AEW that has been identified. This is done by con-

necting the exact centers of vorticity and convection from

the spatiotemporally filtered data associated with each

AEW. The coarse track and propagation speed found in

previous steps are used as a guide to obtain the exact

locations (latitude, longitude and time) of the AEW cen-

ters. The latitudinal spread of the vorticity anomalies is

also obtained to delimitate the region of likely TC genesis.

Spatial correlation with different latitudinal and longitu-

dinal lags is used to verify the connectivity between the

vorticity centers. In detail, the tasks involved in the fourth

step are, for each wave: (i) extract a 15 9 15� region

around the geographical position (centroid) of the wave in

the first date recorded in the coarse track. (ii) Find the

location of the maximum wave amplitude (e.g. maximum

relative vorticity, minimum OLR) associated with the

AEW in the 15 9 15� box. This location is the first posi-

tion of the detailed AEW track. (iii) For the longitude of

the maximum wave amplitude, find the latitudinal and

longitudinal spread of the AEW-related anomalies (e.g.

positive relative vorticity, negative OLR). (iv) Estimate the

pattern correlation between the variable (e.g. relative vor-

ticity) in the region extracted in (i) and the same variable

the following day in different 15 9 15� regions spatially

lagged relative to the region in (i). The latitudinal and

longitudinal lags are constrained according to the wave

coarse track and propagation speed. For example, the

maximum latitudinal lag is determined considering the

wave propagation speed and, owing to the nature of AEWs,

no eastward lags are considered. (v) Select the latitudinal

and longitudinal lags that maximize the pattern correlation

and extract the new 15 9 15� region. (vi) Repeat (ii) for

the new region extracted in (v). (vii) Repeat tasks (iii) to

(vi) for the new region and for the lifetime of the wave as

determined in the coarse track. The detailed propagation

track consists of the sequence of all maxima found in tasks

(ii) and (vi).

Figure 6 presents a diagram of the easterly wave in

Fig. 5c, showing the detailed track of the wave and the

latitudinal spread of the AEW-related vorticity anomalies.

This entire procedure is repeated for each of the levels

(600, 700, 850 and 925 hPa), tracking variables (vorticity,

meridional winds, OLR) and latitudinal belts considered

(5–15�N and the 20–25�N). The final step consists of

merging all AEWs previously identified to establish a final

data set of unique AEWs. The process starts by merging

two datasets from two different variables, keeping the

longest tracking duplicated wave and adding all the waves

present only in one dataset so none are duplicated. The

resulting data set is then merged with results from a dif-

ferent level, variable, or latitudinal belt, and the procedure

is repeated until a unique dataset is obtained. AEWs are

part of the data set even if they appear only in a single level

or in a single variable (i.e. dry waves are accepted). When

waves are identified in multiple levels, they tend to

‘overlap’ in the longitude–time diagram, and this over-

lapping is used to identify duplicated waves. In order to

consider wave tilting in the vertical, if two waves from

different levels are less than quarter of a period apart

(*1.5 days) in the longitude–time diagram, both waves

are considered overlapped and thus are the same wave. A

total of 1314 AEWs were identified for the period 1980–

2001, with 785 (60%) of them occurring during the hurri-

cane season (June–November), with an average of 36

AEWs per hurricane season. Figure 7a shows the number

of AEWs detected for each hurricane season from 1980 to

2001, indicating the existence of moderate interannual

variability with a standard deviation of 8% of the long term

mean. Figure 7b shows the seasonal average wave propa-

gation speed for the same period, with values ranging from

90oW 80oW 70oW 60oW 50oW 40oW 30oW 20oW 10oW

5oN

10oN

15oN

20oN

25oN

30oN

35oN

40oN

Hurricane Dennis best track (1991)

Detailed AEW track

Fig. 6 Diagram of the easterly wave in Fig. 5c, showing the detailed

track (continuous blue line) of the wave and the latitudinal spread

(dashed blue lines) of the vorticity anomalies. The red line represents

the best track of hurricane Dennis (category 1) that formed August 7

1981 from the easterly wave of August 5 1981
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-7.4 to -8.6 m s-1 with a mean value of -8.2 m s-1. The

annual distribution of AEW occurrence is shown, in per-

centage, in Fig. 8a. About 35% of all identified AEWs

occur in the months of July–September, with 12% of all

AEWs taking place in August. It is important to note that

the methodology detects easterly waves during December,

January and February, indicating that there are dry west-

ward propagating vorticity centers (i.e. not convectively

coupled) during boreal winter with similar spatiotemporal

features (i.e. same frequency, same wavelength) than the

summertime waves. These winter waves are not tradition-

ally known as AEWs since they would have not been

detected if only OLR would have been used for AEW

tracking.’’

2.2 AEWs and tropical storm matching

Once all AEWs are detected, the data set is compared with

the HURDAT data to match the genesis location of indi-

vidual TCs to AEWs. Genesis is considered to be according

to the first entry in the Hurricane Best Track Files (HUR-

DAT) for each storm. If the TC genesis location and timing

falls in the region of likely genesis as delimited spatio-

temporally by the detail track of the AEW (date and

location) and its latitudinal and longitudinal spread, then

the TC is matched to that particular AEW. Figure 6 shows

an example of TC–AEW matching for Hurricane Dennis in

1981. The TC originated on August 7 1981 from the AEW

shown in Fig. 5c. In total, out of the 233 TCs in the period

from 1980 to 2001, the genesis of 113 of them was matched

to individual AEWs, which indicates that at least 48% of

all TCs from originated from an AEW. About 9% of the

total number of AEWs detected and 14% of the AEWs

during the hurricane season appeared as seeds for the for-

mation of TCs. It is important to note that the latter value

could be interpreted as the climatological probability of an

AEW triggering the formation of a TC. Figure 8b shows

the monthly distribution of AEWs intensification effi-

ciency, or percentage of AEW that become TCs, evidenc-

ing a very pronounced annual cycle. The peak of AEW

intensification is during September when 27% of all AEWs

are associated with tropical cyclogenesis. August is the

second month in AEW intensification with 22% and

October is third with 16%. These results for the 1980–2001

period, using perhaps a more detailed calculation, are

slightly lower for August and September than the estima-

tions of Hopsch et al. (2007) for the 1958–2001 period. The

estimation of Hopsch et al. (2007) implicitly assumes that

all MDR (5–20�N, 50–20�W) TCs are triggered by AEWs

resulting in a slight overestimation of AEW intensification

efficiency. In addition to the annual cycle, there is a strong

interannual variability of the AEW intensification effi-

ciency as shown in Fig. 8c for August–September. The

long term mean and standard deviation of percentage of

intensifying AEWs for August–September are 24 and 17%,

respectively.
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respectively
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2.3 Representation of the large-scale environment

The variables considered in the analysis of the interaction

between the large-scale environment and the AEWs are

selected based on the traditional conditions considered

favorable for TC formation, as well as some additional

factors recently identified as potentially conducive to

tropical cyclogenesis. Specifically, we will consider envi-

ronmental variables grouped in the following categories: (i)

surface energy source, (ii) atmospheric dynamics and (iii)

atmospheric moisture and convection.

In the surface energy source category, SST is used. SST

is obtained from the weekly NOAA Optimum Interpolation

SST V2 product covering the period from 1982 to present

with a 1� spatial resolution (Reynolds et al. 2002). Three

variables are considered in the atmospheric dynamics cate-

gory: vertical shear of the zonal wind, divergence, and

stretching deformation. The vertical wind shear was esti-

mated as the difference between the zonal wind at 850 and

200 hPa. Negative (positive) values of vertical shear indi-

cate an eastward (westward) tilt tendency with height. A

divergence index, defined as divergence at 850 hPa minus

divergence at 300 hPa, was introduced to summarize the

effect of large-scale divergence in the atmospheric column

on AEW intensification. Negative (positive) values indicate

convergence (divergence) in the lower troposphere and

divergence (convergence) aloft. Zonal stretching defor-

mation is calculated as qU/ qx, where U is the background

zonal wind component. The third category, atmospheric

moisture and convection, determines the thermodynamic

state of the atmospheric column. Specific humidity and

vertical velocity (omega) at 500 hPa, as well as a derived

proxy of column integrated heating, are used in this cate-

gory. In general, three-dimensional diabatic heating Q can

be diagnosed as a residual in the full thermodynamic

equation (e.g. Nigam 1994). This study is, however,

focused on the heating directly associated with convection,

Qc, which can be estimated as

�Qc �
p

p0

� �R=Cp

�x
o �H
op
; ð1Þ

where x (dp/dt) is the vertical velocity, H the potential

temperature, and the overbars represents a weekly average.

The required variables are obtained from the ECMWF

ERA-40 reanalysis. Column integrated heating (CIH) is

defined as the integral of Qc in the vertical from 1,000 to

100 hPa.

2.4 Probability density function analysis

Once the AEW dataset is completed and waves are clas-

sified into two non-overlapping and complementary subsets

corresponding to waves that are associated with TC genesis

and those that are not, a probabilistic discrimination

between large-scale environments associated with intensi-

fying and decaying AEWs is performed. PDFs are calcu-

lated independently for each environmental variable (i.e.

marginal PDFs) considered for both the intensifying and

decaying subsets, using the standard histogram method. A

similar analysis is conducted for systems that became

major hurricanes (categories 3, 4 and 5 on the Saffir-

Simpson scale). These marginal PDFs provide information

about the conditional likelihood of each variable being in a

certain interval given the event of an intensifying or

decaying AEW. In other words, they inform about the

probability of the state of the environment (e.g. probability

of wind shear between -5 and -8 m s-1) given the

intensification status of an AEW, e.g.

P State of the EnvironmentjAEW intensificationð Þ
P State of the EnvironmentjAEW decayingð Þ;

where P represents probability and | represents the condi-

tional. The separation between the marginal PDFs of each

variable associated with intensifying and decaying AEWs

is an inherent measure of the predictability of tropical

cyclogenesis from AEWs. If both PDFs do not overlap,

then the future state of a particular AEW is absolutely

predictable because there are two unique sets of values for

that variable associated with intensification and decay. On

the other hand, if both PDFs are the same, then the future

AEW state is not predictable since it is not possible to

discriminate between the sets of values associated with

intensifying and decaying AEWs.

We introduce a predictability index PI, defined as

PI = 1 - AI, where AI is the area of intersection of the

curves P(State of the Environment|AEW intensification)

and P(State of the Environment|AEW decaying). By defi-

nition PI varies from 0 to 1, with 1 meaning absolute

predictability. The higher the value of PI, the higher the

statistical confidence in identifying whether a given envi-

ronmental state belongs to decaying or intensifying AEWs.

The environmental variables are examined both in an

Eulerian fashion, by extracting values in a predefined large-

scale region (MDR: 5–20�N, 50–20�W), and in a

Lagrangian fashion, by extracting values in a 10�910�
region associated with the AEW track. In the Eulerian

analysis, for each AEW in the dataset, ‘raw’ values (i.e.

unfiltered) of each environmental variable are obtained

over the MDR for the period corresponding to the week

prior to the propagation of the AEW in question from land

to ocean (i.e. prior to crossing the 18�W meridian). Note

that the values lead the arrival of the AEW or the formation

of a TC, acting as environmental precursors. In this man-

ner, these values correspond to the large-scale state of the
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system unaffected by the presence of the AEW. In the

Lagrangian analysis, the values used to estimate the PDFs

correspond to the average value of each variable in a

10�910� region centered along the identified AEW. Simi-

lar to the Eulerian analysis, values are obtained from the

ERA-40 reanalysis for the week prior to the AEW in

question, moving along the AEW path. If the results from

the Eulerian and Lagrangian PDF analysis are similar, then

both serve as confirmatory analysis.

In addition to PDFs of single variables, joint PDFs of

different sets of variables are computed to evaluate the

interaction between thermodynamic and dynamical pro-

cesses during the cyclogenesis and intensification of the

tropical cyclone and during the decay of an AEW. Joint PDFs

are computed empirically as two-dimensional histograms.

Both marginal and joint PDFs described in this section

are useful in the determination of the role of the large-scale

environment on AEW intensification as well as its pre-

dictability. However, the desired information is the likeli-

hood of intensification (or decay) given the existence of an

AEW and a known background state of the large scale

ocean–atmosphere system; i.e. P(AEW intensification -or

weakening-|State of the Environment). The desired proba-

bility could be obtained using the Bayes’ theorem that

relates the conditional and marginal probabilities of two

events H and E as following,

P HjEð Þ ¼ P EjHð ÞP Hð Þ=P Eð Þ; ð2Þ

where P(H), statistically referred to as the prior or marginal

probability of H, corresponds to the overall probability of

AEW intensification obtained from the AEW climatology

(i.e. 0.13) or P(AEW intensification –or weakening-). P(E)

is the prior probability or marginal probability of E, which

in this case corresponds to the probability of a selected

environmental variable being in a particular range or

P(State of the Environment). P(E) can be estimated for

each environmental variable using the data samples

described earlier for the MDR (Eulerian) and along the

AEW track (Lagrangian). P(E|H), or the conditional

probability of E given H, corresponds to the P(State of the

Environment|AEW intensification -or weakening-).

Finally, P(H|E), the desired probability, is the posterior or

conditional probability of H given E, which in our case is

the probability of intensification or weakening given the

state of the environment.

This probabilistic analysis ensures that relative differ-

ences in the background state can be used to estimate

hurricane genesis risk associated with different environ-

mental configurations as well as helping to determine

which observations are most critical to AEW intensifica-

tion/decay prediction.

In addition to the PDF analysis, the non-parametric

Mann–Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney 1947), also

known as the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, is used to assess

whether the two samples of each variable for intensifying

and decaying AEWs originate from the same distribution.

Like most non-parametric tests, the Mann–Whitney U test

does not require assumption of normality or equal variance

like the T test, and uses the ranks of the data rather than

their raw values. Specifically, the null hypothesis in the test

is that both samples of each environmental variable are

drawn from a single population and therefore their PDFs

are statistically equal. If the null hypothesis can be rejected

at a certain level of confidence then both PDFs are most

likely from different sets, suggesting a significant differ-

ence in the environmental sates resulting in AEW intensi-

fication and decay. The Mann–Whitney statistics for any

two sample populations X and Y are defined as

Ux ¼ NxNy þ
Nx Nx þ 1ð Þ

2
�Wx ð3Þ

Uy ¼ NxNy þ
Ny Ny þ 1
� �

2
�Wy;

where Nx and Ny are the number of elements in X and Y and

Wx and Wy are the sum of the ranks for X and Y,

respectively. The sum of the ranks is obtained after ranking

all the Nx ? Ny observations in a combined sample. The

test statistic Z, which is approximately Gaussian for

samples larger than 10 elements, is defined as

Z ¼
Ux � NxNy

� ��
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NxNy Nx þ Ny þ 1
� �� ��

12
q : ð4Þ

Cutoff values for 95, 99 and 99.9% significance are, for

a two-tailed test: 1.96, 2.57, and 3.29, respectively. If |Z| is

greater than the cutoff values then the null hypothesis that

both samples of each environmental variable are drawn

from a single population and therefore their PDFs are

statistically equal can be rejected with the corresponding

significance. The reader is referred to Wilks (2005) for

background and details on Bayes’ theorem and the Mann–

Whitney U test.

3 Single-variable PDF analysis

In this section the characteristics of the easterly wave itself,

such as wave amplitude, wave propagation speed, and

collocated OLR, and the surrounding large-scale environ-

ment are studied separately for intensifying and decaying

AEWs. Eulerian and Lagrangian PDFs are estimated for

each variable to study the predictability of AEW intensi-

fication from the large-scale environment as well as the

relative role of different variables in the genesis process.

Conditional probabilities of AEW intensification and

decay given the large-scale environment (i.e., posterior
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probabilities) are estimated using the Bayes’ theorem to

assess the potential usefulness of each variable as empirical

predictors of TC genesis, and to assess the role of the large-

scale environment in modulating the annual cycle and

interannual variability of AEW intensification efficiency.

3.1 Wave amplitude, wave propagation speed

and collocated OLR

Figure 9 shows the marginal and cumulative PDF of the

AEW amplitude crossing the 18�W meridian and wave

propagation speed, respectively. The mean of the distri-

butions are 2 9 10-6 s-1 for wave amplitude and

8.1 m s-1 for wave propagation speed. The figure also

shows the PDFs of wave amplitude and wave propagating

speed, discriminating between intensifying and decaying

AEWs. The marginal PDF (Fig. 9a) and the PDF for

decaying AEWs (Fig. 9c) are very similar. This is expected

since 87% of AEWs during the hurricane season are not

associated with TC genesis. The similarity of the marginal

PDF and the PDF for decaying waves is also observed for

wave propagation speed and it is a recurring feature for all

environmental variables studied.

Figure 9c shows a marked separation of intensifying and

decaying PDFs for wave amplitude, with the PDF for

intensifying waves shifted towards higher wave amplitude.

The cumulative PDFs show the differences more clearly.

The means of the distributions change from 1.9 9 10-6 to
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Fig. 9 a, b Marginal PDF

(continuous line) and

cumulative PDF (dashed line)

of wave amplitude crossing the

18�W meridian and wave

propagation speed, respectively.

c PDFs of wave amplitude for

intensifying (red line) and

decaying (blue line) AEWs.

Cumulative PDFs are also

shown (dashed line).

d A posteriori or conditional

probabilities of intensification

(red line) and weakening (blue
line) given wave amplitude.

e, f Same as c and d for wave

propagation speed. g PDFs of

AEW associated OLR at the

18�W meridian for intensifying

(red line) and decaying (blue
line) AEWs. Cumulative PDFs

are also shown (dashed line).

h A posteriori or conditional

probabilities of intensification

(red line) and weakening (blue
line) given OLR. 7 bins were

used to construct the PDFs

(histograms). The number of

bins was empirically selected to

allow both a better

representation of the variability

and at the same time obtain a

relatively smooth PDF

(completeness of the histogram)
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2.7 9 10-6 s-1 for decaying and intensifying waves,

respectively. PI is 0.40, indicating an overlapping of both

PDFs of 60%. The separation of both PDFs indicates that

the amplitude of the wave when entering the ocean is an

important precursor of subsequent TC genesis, in support

of the Hopsch et al. (2007) observation.

Table 1 shows the medians of the PDFs for wave

amplitude, wave propagation speed, collocated OLR and

all variables representing the large-scale environment

(Sect. 2.3), for both intensifying and decaying AEWs. The

difference between both medians is associated with the

separation of both PDFs, being a first order descriptor of

changes in the PDFs. Differences in the medians are

associated with relative shifts of the PDFs. Table 1 also

shows the |Z| statistic of the Mann–Whitney U test. The

change in median of the two wave amplitude PDFs and the

results of the Mann–Whitney U test indicate that the null

hypothesis of both PDFs being statistically the same can be

rejected with a confidence of at least 99.9%.

Figure 9d shows the conditional probability of AEW

intensification given the amplitude of the wave. The con-

ditional probability was computed using information in

Fig. 9a and c and the P(AEW intensification -or weaken-

ing-). If the amplitude of the AEW at 18�W is known from

operational analysis, the probability of TC genesis associ-

ated with that particular wave is also known from Fig. 9d.

The probability of TC genesis increases from about 4% for

weak waves entering the Atlantic Ocean to 65% for intense

waves. Note that while wave amplitude appears as an

important discriminating factor (separation of PDFs in

Fig. 9c) and a useful predictor of TC genesis (large range

of variability in Fig. 9d), it is not absolutely determinant.

Even when wave amplitude is in the highest decile, there is

a 35% chance that the wave will decay.

Wave propagation speed, on the other hand, does not

appear to play an important role in TC genesis (see Figs. 9e

and f). Results of the Mann–Whitney U test suggest that the

null hypothesis cannot be rejected (see Table 1). A clear

separation between the PDFs of intensifying and decaying

waves does not exist with a 0.09 PI. However, the cumu-

lative PDFs and the medians in Table 1 suggest a slight

preference for slower waves to result in TC genesis. This

tendency is also seen in the conditional probability of AEW

intensification relative to wave propagation speed, chang-

ing from 0% likelihood of intensification for fast moving

waves (*15 m s-1) to 10% for waves propagating at

*8 m s-1. This difference is, however, not large enough

for this variable to be useful in TC genesis prediction.

In addition to wave amplitude and wave propagation

speed, a third important property of the wave is its asso-

ciated convective activity when leaving the African con-

tinent. Figure 9g and h show the PDF analysis of

collocated OLR of the wave at the 18�W meridian. Fig-

ure 9g shows the PDFs and cumulative PDFs of AEW

associated OLR for intensifying and decaying AEWs, with

substantial separation and a 0.30 PI suggesting that con-

vectively coupled AEWs associated with low values of

OLR when leaving the African continent are more likely to

become seeds for tropical cyclogenesis than AEWs with no

organized convective activity. Results of the Mann–Whit-

ney U test indicate that the null hypothesis of both OLR

PDFs being statistically the same can be rejected at least at

the 99.9% level (see Table 1). Decaying AEWs have IR

brightness temperatures that are in general *26 W m-2

greater than intensifying AEWs, with median collocated

OLR of 255 and 229 W m-2, respectively. Figure 9h

shows the conditional or posterior probability of AEW

intensification given the collocated OLR. The likelihood of

TC genesis increases from about 2% for OLR values

around 300 W m-2 to 30% for OLR values around

150 W m-2. These results indicate that this parameter is

potentially useful in terms of TC genesis predictability,

although not as relevant as wave amplitude.

3.2 Eulerian analysis

Figure 10 summarizes the results of the Eulerian analysis

showing the marginal and cumulative PDFs for intensifying

and decaying AEWs for SST, wind shear, specific humidity

at 500 hPa, divergence index, vertical velocity at 500 hPa

Table 1 Median of the two PDFs for decaying and intensifying

AEWs and result of the Mann–Whitney U test (Z statistic)

Variable No Yes |Z|

Wave amplitude 1.73 2.45 7.30

Wave propagation speed -7.64 -7.59 0.44

OLR 255 229 5.73

SST 26.8 27.5 8.87

27.6 28.3 9.25

Wind shear -11.1 -1.8 7.55

-10.6 -2.7 6.86

Spec. humidity 500 hPa 2.5 3.0 6.95

1.9 2.3 9.40

Divergence index -0.02 -1.26 8.45

0.10 -0.82 8.37

Omega 0.00 -0.02 9.1

0.00 -0.02 10.1

CIH index 15.6 78.5 9.56

2.2 85.3 20.24

Cutoff values for 95, 99 and 99.9% significance are, for a two-tailed

test: 1.96, 2.57, and 3.29. If |Z| is greater than the cutoff values then

the null hypothesis can be rejected with the corresponding signifi-

cance. For variables describing large-scale environment the first and

second row correspond to the Eulerian and Lagrangian analysis,

respectively
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and column integrated heating. There is a clear separation

among PDFs for intensifying and decaying waves for each

of these variables, underlining the importance of the large-

scale environment in TC genesis. Specifically, the analysis

indicates that TC genesis from AEWs is more likely in

environments characterized by preexisting higher SSTs,

small values of wind shear, high atmospheric humidity,

large scale convergence (divergence) in the lower tropo-

sphere (aloft), convection and diabatic heating. Results of

the Mann–Whitney U test (Table 1) suggest that the null

hypothesis of both samples of intensifying and decaying

AEWs being drawn from a single population can be rejected

with at least 99.9% confidence for each of the variables. It is

important to note that even in a large-scale convergent and

moist convective environment, there is a finite chance of

AEW decay. PDFs of stretching deformation for intensi-

fying and decaying AEWs are very similar and the null

hypothesis can not be rejected; for this reason this variable

is excluded from Fig. 10 and the subsequent analysis.

Results in Fig. 10 are also useful to assess the utility of

traditional and widespread TC genesis thresholds. For

example, according to Fig. 1, while the specific humidity

TC genesis threshold is 1.5 g kg-1 and in total 55% of all

AEWs enter environments with specific humidity above

this threshold (see Fig. 7c), 80% of those are not associated

with TC genesis. For SST, the percentages are very similar.

58% of all waves enter environments with SST higher than

26.2�C and 78% of those do not trigger TCs. As mentioned

before, during the hurricane season 13% of all AEWs are

associated with TC formation. In addition, when, for

example, SST is known to be above 26.2�C, 22% of the

waves trigger TC genesis. The only utility of the SST

threshold is to increase the genesis probability from 13 to

22%: Even if the thresholds were stationary in a changing

climate, their utility in terms of TC genesis predictability is

limited as they are mostly determined by the typical state

of the environment found in the Atlantic during the hurri-

cane season (i.e. annual cycle).

The actual role of the large-scale environment is mea-

sured by PI (see Table 2, column 1). In addition to being a

measure of predictability, the difference in PI for different

variables determines their relative importance in TC
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Fig. 10 Marginal PDF

(continuous line) and

cumulative PDF (dashed line)

for intensifying (red line) and

decaying (blue line) AEWs for a
SST, b Wind Shear (U850–

U200 hPa), c Specific Humidity

at 500 hPa, d divergence Index

(Div850–Div300 hPa), e
Vertical velocity at 500 hpa and

f Column integrated heating.

Values for the PDFs were

obtained in the MDR (Eulerian

analysis)
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cyclogenesis. Table 2 shows that, according to the Eulerian

analysis, SST and column integrated heating appear as the

two most relevant variables in terms of predictability while

vertical wind shear is the least influential variable.

Note that the Eulerian analysis could also be performed

changing the period of averaging over the MDR to the

7 days prior to cyclogenesis instead of 7 days prior to the

land–ocean transition to account for the longer time it takes

for an AEW to cross the basin for those events with genesis

over the western Atlantic. However, the results are not

expected to change considerably given that the analysis

intends to represent the slow-evolving large scale envi-

ronment. PDFs resulting from the modified Eulerian anal-

ysis are expected to show higher separation between PDFs

of developing and decaying waves, but less separation than

the PDFs of the Lagrangian Analysis discussed in the

following section.

3.3 Lagrangian analysis

Similar to Figs. 10, 11 presents the marginal and cumula-

tive PDFs for intensifying and decaying AEWs, but from

the Lagrangian analysis. Table 2 also includes the PI from

the Lagrangian analysis (column 2). In general, the results

of the Lagragian analysis confirm the results of the Eule-

rian estimations, with column integrated heating and SST

being the most relevant variables for TC predictability and

wind shear the least influential. The Mann–Whitney U test

for the Lagrangian analysis (Table 1) also indicates that

null hypothesis can be rejected with at least 99.9% confi-

dence for all variables. The main difference between

Eulerian and Lagrangian analyses is that PI derived from

the Lagrangian analysis is always higher than those

obtained from the Eulerian one, which is most likely due to

the fact that some waves intensify outside the MDR and the

moving frame of reference captures more precisely the

state of the large-scale environment surrounding the wave.

Note that while the probabilistic analysis presented in this

study confirms that the large-scale environment modulates

a large percentage of the transition from AEWs to TC, the

highest PI for an individual variable is 44% for column

integrated heating.

Figure 11 and Table 2 (column 3) also include the

marginal PDF and the PI for major hurricanes. In general,

the separation between PDFs and the predictability index

increase for major hurricanes suggesting that the large-

scale environment plays a role, not only in the formation of

sustained vortices (TC genesis), but also in their further

intensification. In this case, the most influential or dis-

criminating variables are column integrated heating and

vertical velocity. For both variables, the predictability

index increased 23 and 17% respectively for major hurri-

canes compared to the analysis including all TCs. For wind

shear this change was of 23%. By contrast, the change for

SST is negligible, suggesting that atmospheric factors play

a larger role in the intensification to major hurricanes. An

alternative explanation is that upper ocean heat content

might be a stronger determinant in the intensification than

SST itself.

3.4 Posterior probabilities

Bayes’ theorem is used (see Sect. 2.4) to obtain probability

of an AEW triggering a TC given the state of variables that

characterize the large-scale environment. Figure 12 shows

the posterior or conditional probability P(AEW intensifi-

cation -or weakening-|State of the Environment) using the

PDFs from the Lagrangian analysis. Here blue (red) lines

represent the likelihood of AEW weakening (intensifica-

tion) given the range of each variable. Green lines repre-

sent the probability of major storm occurrence from AEW.

Figure 12 relates directly to TC genesis risk given the

existence of an AEW and a known the state of the envi-

ronment during the prior week. All the variables suggest

that the association of TC genesis with AEWs is more

likely if the wave moves into an environment with preex-

isting large-scale moist convection.

An environmental variable is useful for prediction if the

range spanned by the probability of TC genesis from

AEWs is large. Theoretically, this range goes from 0 to 1,

with 1 corresponding to a very good TC genesis predictor.

The shape of the probability curve also determines the

usefulness of the predictor. However, since the shapes of

all probability curves in Fig. 12 are similar (same

Table 2 Predictability index

(1 - AI) for all tropical

cyclones (Eulerian and

Lagrangian analyses) and major

storms (categories 3, 4 and 5;

Lagrangian analysis)

The last column presents the

predictive range for all tropical

cyclones based on the

Lagrangian analysis

Variable Eulerian-all

storms

Lagrangian-all

storms

Lagrangian-major

storms

Predictive

range

SST 0.40 0.43 0.44 0.36

Wind shear 0.30 0.34 0.42 0.22

Spec. humidity 500 hPa 0.32 0.36 0.36 0.44

Divergence Index 0.34 0.36 0.42 0.38

Omega 0.35 0.40 0.47 0.58

CIH index 0.38 0.44 0.53 0.58
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concavity sign and corresponding monotonic behavior), the

range is a good indicator of predictive usefulness. Table 2

also presents the predictive range PR (maximum minus

minimum probability of AEW intensification) for each

variable based on the results from the Lagrangian analysis.

While PI determines whether or not the large scale plays a

role in the AEW intensification and constitutes a measure

of predictability, PR measures directly the potential use-

fulness of a specific variable as a predictor.

The best predictors for cyclogenesis are column inte-

grated heating and vertical velocity. Specific humidity and

the divergence index appear as the third and fourth useful

predictors while SST appears fifth. The smallest PR cor-

responds to vertical wind shear. Different to PI, PR

depends not only on the separation of PDFs, but also on

their shapes. SST for example, which had the first or sec-

ond highest PI, appears fifth in PR. The reason is that both

PDFs of SST for intensifying and decaying AEWs (see

Fig. 11a) are negatively skewed (longer left tail). This

indicates that the general shape of the PDF of SST for

intensifying waves is influenced by climatology, which

complicates the statistical assessment of whether two

independent samples are from the same, or from different

distributions. In contrast, for CIH and vertical velocity,

which possess relatively large PI and the largest PR, the

shape of the marginal PDFs in Fig. 11 appears oppositely

skewed.

Posterior probabilities obtained using the Bayes’ theo-

rem indicate that, if the state of the large-scale environment

is such that all probabilities for intensification are at their

estimated maximum (i.e. maximum in all red curves in

Fig. 12), no matter their actual magnitude, the large-scale

environment is 100% conducive for TC genesis and the

limiting factors for actual genesis to take place are synoptic

and/or microphysical processes. This is because it is not

possible to isolate from the observations the role of pro-

cesses other than large-scale, and large-scale processes do

not fully determine the genesis of a vorticity seed. Fol-

lowing this reasoning, posterior probabilities of intensifi-

cation for different variables could be scaled by their

corresponding maximum in order to estimate the condu-

civeness of the large-scale environment for TC genesis
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Fig. 11 Marginal PDF

(continuous line) and

cumulative PDF (dashed line)

for intensifying (red line),

decaying (blue line) AEWs as

well as for AEWs triggering

major storms (green line) for a
SST, b wind shear (U850–

U200 hPa), c specific humidity

at 500 hPa, d divergence index

(Div850–Div300 hPa), e
Vertical velocity at 500 hpa and

f column integrated heating.

Values for the PDFs were

obtained along the AEW path

(Lagrangian analysis)
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independently from other processes. For example, if the

pre-existing specific humidity and vertical velocity are

2.5 g kg-1 and -5 9 10-2 hPa s-1, the probabilities of

TC genesis according to Fig. 12 are 34 and 38%, respec-

tively. However, since other processes also act to modulate

TC genesis, it is convenient to quantify the level of con-

tribution or conduciveness by the large-scale environment.

The scaled probabilities (34 and 38% divided by the cor-

responding maximums in the red curve in Fig. 13) are 75

and 68% for the conditions of specific humidity and ver-

tical velocity, respectively. These values indicate that, from

the point of view of these two variables, the large-scale

environment is at a 75 and 68% level of conduciveness for

TC formation. If these two variables were to represent by

themselves the state of the large-scale environment and

were statistically independent, then the environment is 51%

(0.75 9 0.68) conducive for TC formation. The latter

probability is higher if independence is not imposed.

In general, the use of posterior probabilities to obtain TC

genesis risk represents a significant improvement compared

to the use of climatological likelihood of AEW intensifi-

cation or traditional TC thresholds. In addition, the new

variables not traditionally considered in TC genesis, such

as column integrated heating, further improve the estima-

tion of genesis risk owing to their large PRs (*60%).

3.5 Annual cycle and interannual variability of AEWs

intensification efficiency

It is clear from Figs. 8b and c that the percentage of AEW

intensification has a very pronounced annual cycle as well

as a large interannual variability. The hypothesis that the

large-scale environment modulates the intensification effi-

ciency of AEWs throughout the year resulting in the

observed annual cycle as well as from year to year is

examined in this section using the posterior probabilities

obtained in Sect. 3.4.

Figures 13a–f show the annual cycle of SST, wind

shear, specific humidity, divergence index, omega and CIH

in the MDR for the period 1980 to 2001, characterizing the
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Fig. 12 Posterior or conditional

probability P(AEW

intensification -or weakening-

|State of the Environment) for a
SST, b wind shear (U850–

U200 hPa), c specific humidity

at 500 hPa, d divergence index

(Div850–Div300 hPa), e
Vertical velocity at 500 hpa and

f Column integrated heating.

posterior probabilities are

obtained using the PDFs from

the Lagrangian analysis

(Fig. 9). Blue (red) lines

represent the likelihood of AEW

weakening (intensification)

given the range of each variable.

Green lines represent the

probability of major storm

occurrence from AEW
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climatology of the large-scale environment in a region

where typically AEWs make the transition to TCs. All

variables show a clear unimodal annual cycle with a

maximum (or minimum) during the hurricane season

(June–November). AEW intensification efficiency is esti-

mated using the values of the annual cycle for each vari-

able and the posterior probabilities in Fig. 12 as look-up

plots. Figures 13g–l show a comparison of the AEW

intensification efficiency from observations (Fig. 8b) and

the derived annual cycle of probabilities of AEW intensi-

fication from of each variable. Most variables reproduce

reasonably well the observed annual cycle, both in phase

and in magnitude, confirming that the average state of the

large scale is the primary factor modulating AEW inten-

sification efficiency. Among all the variables considered,

SST, wind shear, CIH and specific humidity are the ones

that better reproduce the observed intensification efficiency

annual cycle. The fact that no single variable reproduces

perfectly the observed intensification efficiency suggests

that the observed annual cycle is the result of a combina-

tion of several factors, with different variables becoming

the limiting factor of AEW intensification at different times

of the year. For example, Fig. 13g indicates that during

December, SST is still conducive for AEW intensification

and that the percentage of intensifying AEW should be

higher than the observations. However, other factors such

as wind shear (Fig. 13h) limit the formation of TCs from

AEW during this month. Similarly, wind shear is condu-

cive for TC development from AEW in June, but SST is

not high enough to sustain a higher AEW intensification

efficiency during this time of the year. A multilinear

combination of the annual cycles of probability of AEW

intensification from SST, wind shear, CIH and specific

humidity using least squares results in a correlation of 0.95

with the observed AEW intensification efficiency from

individual correlations of 0.88, 0.74, 0.83 and 0.8,

respectively. The observed annual cycle of AEW intensi-

fication efficiency is primarily determined by the large-

scale and it is the result of a combination of variables that

are either conducive or limiting factors, depending the time

of the year.

A comparison of the observed and derived interannual

AEW intensification efficiency (Fig. 14) also suggests that

year-to-year changes of the large-scale environment

strongly modulate the intensification efficiency. Derived

AEW intensification efficiency is also obtained using the

posterior probabilities as look-up plots. A multilinear

combination of the yearly time series of AEW intensifi-

cation from the same four variables as for the annual cycle,

SST, wind shear, CIH and specific humidity, results in a

correlation of 0.71 from individual correlations of 0.46,

0.57, 0.62 and 0.58, respectively, indicating that the large

scale determines at least 50% of the year-to-year AEW

intensification efficiency variability. The fact that multi-

variate correlation only increases to 0.71 indicates there is

a considerable degree of covariability among these
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Fig. 13 a–f Annual cycle of SST, wind shear, specific humidity,

divergence index, omega and CIH in the MDR for the period 1980 to

2001. g–l show, in red, the annual cycle of percentage of intensifying

AEWs (Fig. 8b) and, in blue, annual cycle of probabilities of AEW

intensification given the corresponding variable in a–f. The latter

probabilities are computed using posterior probabilities in Fig. 12
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environmental precursors. Such covariability needs to be

considered when trying to estimate or predict AEW

intensification efficiency for a particular season. The mul-

tilinear analysis implicitly accounts for such variable

interdependence.

4 Joint PDF analysis

In a predictive scheme for TC genesis, it is important to

consider covariability of all predictors. There are two dif-

ferent alternative methods that can be used to obtain a single

genesis risk value using multiple environmental variables

jointly. One method is to examine time series of historical

values of different variables to assign weights to the genesis

probabilities obtained from the linear combination of single

variables. This method, while potentially very useful in

practice, does not explicitly address covariability. The

second method generates multi-dimensional joint PDFs

with as many dimensions as predictors in the system. The

limitation lies in that the relatively small number of AEWs

in the dataset does not allow a robust estimation of multi-

dimensional joint PDFs. With that caveat we now explore

the shape, predictive index and predictive range from

bidimensional joint PDFs and posterior probabilities.

Figure 15 shows the joint PDFs for intensifying and

decaying AEWs for the following combinations: specific

humidity-divergence, divergence-vertical velocity, specific

humidity-vertical velocity, divergence-SST, vertical

velocity-SST and specific humidity-SST. Wind shear was

not included in the joint analysis due to its low predictive

range indicated earlier. Results using column integrated

heating are similar to vertical velocity and are not shown.

The figure shows, for all combinations, a displacement of

the ‘center of mass’ (peak of the probability) of the joint

PDFs for intensifying AEWs. Cold colors refer to small

values of joint probability while warm colors indicate

higher probability. For example, Fig. 15a shows a dis-

placement from decaying to intensifying waves towards a

more humid and convergent environment. In general, the

displacement of the center of mass for intensifying

waves is towards a combined state characterized by higher

SST, specific humidity, and lower values of divergence

and vertical velocity. Table 3 (column 1) shows the

predictability index based on the joint Lagrangian analy-

sis for the combination of variables in Fig. 15. In terms

of predictability, the most discriminating couples are

divergence-SST and vertical velocity-SST, followed by

divergence-vertical velocity; all with higher values than the

predictive index for any single variable (Table 2).

Figure 16 shows the joint conditional probabilities of

AEW intensification (or weakening) given the joint state of

the environment P(AEW intensification -or weakening-

|Joint State of the Environment) for the same variable

combinations in Fig. 15. The features are similar to the

single-variable posterior probabilities in Fig. 12, but the

study of the joint posterior probabilities adds a new

dimension to the analysis, showing the required combina-

tion of variables that result in high TC genesis likelihood.

For example, while Fig. 12a suggests that high SST

increases the likelihood of TC genesis, Fig. 16 shows that

there are certain environmental conditions for which ele-

vated SST does not guarantee high TC genesis risk. Fig-

ures 16d, e and f show that even for SST[28�C, TC genesis

likelihood is close to zero if the environment is character-

ized by low level divergence (and upper level convergence),

subsidence and low specific humidity, respectively.

5 Conclusions

A probabilistic diagnostic methodology was developed and

applied to understand better the genesis of North Atlantic
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Fig. 14 August–September standardized observed AEW intensifica-

tion efficiency (red) and derived interannual variability of probability

of AEW intensification (blue) from a SST, b wind shear, a specific

humidity, d divergence index, e omega, and f CIH. The correlations

are 0.46, 0.57, 0.58, 0.57, 0.58, and 0.62 for each variable,

respectively
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TCs spawned by AEWs through examination of the char-

acteristics of the easterly wave itself and the large-scale

environment. The methodology is based on an automatic

tracking algorithm of AEWs and a conditional probability

analysis of different thermodynamical and dynamical

environmental factors. Over the 1980–2001 period a total

of 1314 AEWs were identified, with approximately 36

AEWs per hurricane season and moderate interannual

variability (*9%). Of all AEWs detected during the hur-

ricane season, about 14% are associated with the formation

of TCs and 3% with major hurricanes. The AEW intensi-

fication efficiency has a marked annual cycle and large

internannual variability (*70%). Consideration of the full

spectra of situations ranging from AEWs that do not

develop, to those that do develop, to those intensifying into

major hurricanes has provided the foundation for under-

standing the role of the AEW characteristics and the large-

scale environment in the TC genesis and intensification

allowing a probabilistic discrimination between large-scale

environments associated with intensifying and decaying

AEWs.

The amplitude of the AEWs when crossing the meridio-

nally oriented land–ocean boundary was found to be

important in further intensification of the wave. This

amplitude is associated with the degree of organization,

with intense waves often being more organized in terms of

closed vorticity centers. If the wave is more organized

leaving the African continent, the efficiency of large-scale

environment in intensifying the wave is higher, resulting in

higher TC genesis likelihood for more intense waves.

Similarly, convectively coupled waves that are of higher

amplitude and deeper vertical structure are more likely to

spawn TCs. Indirectly, these results indicate that synoptic

Table 3 Predictability index and predictive range for all tropical

cyclones based on the joint Lagrangian analysis

Variables Predictability

index

Predictive

range

Specific humidity–divergence 0.37 0.43

Divergence–vertical velocity 0.47 0.51

Specific humidity–vertical velocity 0.43 0.35

Divergence-SST 0.51 0.49

Vertical velocity-SST 0.50 0.43

Specific humidity-SST 0.44 0.39

Fig. 15 Joint PDFs for intensifying and decaying AEWs for a specific

humidity–divergence, b divergence–vertical velocity, c specific

humidity–vertical velocity, d divergence-SST, e vertical velocity–

SST and f specific humidity–SST. 5 9 5 bins were used to construct the

joint PDFs (2-D histograms)
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and large-scale processes modulating intensity of the

waves over Africa, as well as the mechanisms triggering

their genesis, play a determinant role in TC genesis. These

results are in agreement with the findings of Hopsch et al.

(2010) suggesting that developing AEWs are characterized

by enhanced convective activity over the Guinea Highlands

region and vorticity at low-levels compared to non-devel-

oping waves. Posterior probabilities confirm AEW ampli-

tude when leaving Africa and collocated OLR as important

predictors of TC genesis. On the other hand, AEW propa-

gation speed does not stand as an important discriminating

factor of TC genesis.

Environmental variables including SST, wind shear,

specific humidity at 500 hPa, divergence index, stretching

deformation, vertical velocity at 500 hPa and column

integrated heating, were selected to represent the magni-

tude of the surface energy source, atmospheric dynamics

and atmospheric thermodynamics associated with moisture

and convection. Other variables potentially relevant in TC

genesis such as aerosol load will be studied in a subsequent

paper. The evidence presented suggests that there is a clear

and statistically significant separation between the

environmental conditions that result in intensifying versus

decaying AEWs, confirming that the large-scale environ-

ment modulates the intensity of AEWs and their develop-

ment into TCs. Results suggest that TC genesis risk from

AEWs increases when the wave enters an environment

characterized by pre-existing moist convection. This find-

ing supports Hopsch et al. (2010) conclusion suggesting

that the presence of dry mid-to-upper-level air just ahead of

the AEW is a major limitation for development. In terms of

predictability of cyclogenesis, the largest separation

between PDFs of intensifying and decaying AEW is found

for column integrated heating and SST, being the most

intensification discriminating variables. Wind shear on the

other hand is, statistically, the least discriminating variable.

However, the PDF separation for wind shear increases

when considering only major storms, suggesting that the

role of wind shear is more evident in the intensification

process to a major hurricane than in the cyclogenesis.

Regarding cyclogenesis prediction from AEW, not only

is the separation of the PDFs for intensifying and decaying

AEWs important but also their relative shapes. Posterior

probabilities calculated using the Bayes’ theorem indicate

Fig. 16 Joint posterior or conditional probabilities P(AEW intensi-

fication-or weakening-|Joint State of the Environment) for a specific

humidity–divergence, b divergence–vertical velocity, c specific

humidity–vertical velocity, d divergence–SST, e vertical velocity–

SST and f specific humidity–SST
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that from a prediction point of view, the most useful single

variables are column integrated heating, vertical velocity

and specific humidity. From the joint PDF analysis, the

most useful pairs are divergence-vertical velocity, and

divergence-SST. This probabilistic analysis translates the

relative differences in the background state of the envi-

ronment to a direct estimation of TC genesis risk. There-

fore, the results of this study could be incorporated into a

real time forecasting framework, using posterior probabil-

ities of the most discriminating variables as look-up plots

for genesis risk. If the goal is to estimate in real time TC

genesis potential from the large-scale environment and the

initial amplitude of the wave and its associated OLR, one

possibility is to scale the posterior probability from each

variable obtained from the look-up plots by their corre-

sponding maximum and, for example, multiply all the

scaled probabilities together to obtain a single genesis

potential. The multiplication assumes implicitly that all

variables are independent. More refined estimations should

consider interdependency.

Posterior probabilities were also used to assess the role

of the large-scale environment in determining the annual

cycle and interannual variability of the AEW intensifica-

tion efficiency. A comparison of observed and derived

intensification efficiencies from the large-scale indicates

that about 80 and 50% of the annual cycle and interannual

variability of AEW intensification, respectively, are

determined by a combination of different variables that

describe the large-scale environment. Among all variables,

SST, column integrated heating and wind shear are key

determining the annual cycle of AEW intensification effi-

ciency, with SST limiting intensification in the early hur-

ricane season (June), and wind shear limiting

intensification during December, when SST and CIH are

still conducive for AEW intensification. Similarly, a com-

bination of SST, wind shear, CIH, and specific humidity

play a significant role modulating interannual variability of

AEW intensification.

In general, the use of posterior probabilities to obtain TC

genesis risk and understand annual cycle and interannual

variability of AEW-associated cyclogenesis represents a

significant improvement compared to the use of climato-

logical likelihood of AEW intensification or traditional TC

thresholds. In terms of TC genesis risk, consider the sce-

nario of a typical AEW at 18�W. If the state of the large-

scale environment is not known, the best estimate of TC

genesis from AEWs corresponds to the climatological

likelihood: 14%. If the preexisting specific humidity of the

environment is known to be *3.5 g kg-1, using the TC

genesis threshold derived from traditional analyses (like

Fig. 1) the likelihood of intensification is 20%. Using the

posterior probability the estimate of TC genesis risk is

45%, which is a far better risk estimate than the previous

two. In addition, TC genesis thresholds do not allow a

detailed estimation of the effect of the large-scale envi-

ronment in modulating the annual cycle and interannual

variability of AEW intensification genesis.

While this study has demonstrated that the large-scale

environment modulates AEWs intensity and the annual and

interannual variability of AEW intensification efficiency,

mesoscale and/or microphysical processes (e.g. AEW-

Aerosol load interaction) modulate about half of AEW

variability. This highlights the need for high-resolution

(horizontal and vertical) numerical modeling in order to

resolve all the processes involved in TC genesis.
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